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ABOUT MONIGLE
Monigle is one of the largest independent brand
consultancies with over 40 years of experience
and world-class talent working to rewrite the
textbook for branding in the post digital age.
We solve real-world challenges by thinking
steps ahead to unlock opportunities and
identify risks before they happen. Our unique
combination of insights, strategy, creative,
environmental and activation empowers our
clients to create compelling brand experiences,
for employees and customers.
In today’s complex world, you need a partner
who helps you think further.

It all started with an explosion in
consumer demands
It’s no secret that today’s consumers process and gather information differently.
Empowered consumers have unprecedented access to knowledge, and with that
knowledge comes independence. Don’t be fooled — marketers are no match
for Google.
A demand for transparency has caused a power shift from companies to
consumers, effectively leveling the playing field. Today, consumers shop doctors
and financial advisors the same way they shop products like popcorn and beer.
So why should B2B marketers care? It’s simple: because you can’t afford not to.
Without change, you won’t be able to meet the growing demands of your
customers. You’ll be saddled with a “We’ve always done it that way” mentality
that will suffocate you and your best people. Your competitors will innovate
faster, go to market smarter and message more effectively than you. You’ll fail to
see the potential of looking at the world in a new way, through the eyes of the
people you want to serve. Without change, you will fail.
You can transform the structure of your marketing department to focus on client
and consumer needs to deliver an exceptional experience. With a successfully
managed change initiative, you can set up your department, your organization
and your brand for success.
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PART ONE

Setting the stage for newly
empowered consumers
Consumers are doing their homework. They no longer have to rely on professional
input to make decisions. A fact traditionally reserved for consumer packaged-goods
and lifestyle brands, industries like health care, insurance and many facets of financial
services are no longer off limits. And all that work has paid dividends for consumers;
complexity no longer equates to ignorance.
Consumers come to the table as knowledgeable, active advocates of their own wellbeing. They’re armed with smart, deliberate questions that force companies to take their
demands seriously — regardless of industry. The end result: a marketplace governed
less as a dictatorship and more as a partnership.
With consumers now a contributing partner in the
relationship, personalization is no longer a nice to
have; it’s a must have. Customers are in the driver’s
seat, and marketers are being forced to re-evaluate
how to meet their needs. Consumers today “are
demanding to be treated as individuals no matter
where they interact with brands.”1 So brands across
all industries have to shift their focus away from
catchall approaches and toward tailored actions
that specifically showcase a deep, meaningful
understanding of consumers’ needs and wants.
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“Those that resist will
be cast aside by a
customer base that
has come to expect
a more personal
experience from their
favorite brands.”2

Marketing departments must evolve or die
With a universal shift in power taking place, companies can no
longer afford to ignore consumers who have been conditioned to
expect high-quality, easy-to-use choices that improve their lives.
As marketers, if you aren’t simplifying and enhancing the lives of
the people you serve, you‘re not doing your job.
“Yet in most companies the organizational structure of the
marketing function hasn’t changed since the practice of brand
management emerged, more than 40 years ago.”3

Most B2B marketing departments are stuck in the 1960s — full
of siloed factions each taking on specific and isolated tasks in
outdated mediums that carry little relevance with consumers of
the 21st century.
To be relevant and competitive, companies across all industries
have to be consumer obsessed.4 That means marketers need to
start thinking with a consumer-first mentality. It’s not enough to
know who your consumers are; you have to know what makes
them tick.

Questions to ask about your audience:
• What are their interests?

• What type of lifestyle do they live?

• What drives their family and social dynamics?

• What keeps them up at night?

• What motivates them?

But to answer these questions — and truly act on behalf of the
people you serve — you have to stop operating in isolation;
antiquated models must die. It’s time to start thinking holistically
and behaving in a more integrated fashion.5 Marketers must
leverage customer insight, imbue their brands with a purpose
and deliver a rich customer experience. In essence, they must
connect, inspire, focus, organize and build.

Bottom line: Your marketing
department needs to start
acting differently, and a new
approach will enable success.

Marketers must seriously consider restructuring to meet the
demands of the individual consumer. But most organizations
haven’t been able to put all these pieces together.
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PART TWO

Guiding principles for successfully
managing change
With change comes anxiety and “people must be motivated to shake off old habits.”6
This must take place in stages rather than abruptly so that “managed change” takes
on the character of “natural change.”7 In addition to anticipated inertia, organizational
change introduces fear about the future. If the future after the change is perceived
positively, resistance will be less. Another important component of overcoming resistance
is inviting employee participation in both the design and implementation phases of the
change effort.
How do you ensure success once you initiate change? It takes more than going through
the steps; it takes actively managing change in its entirety, from inception to activation.

Education and
communication are
imperative to minimize
negative reactions.

Whether it’s unclear objectives, poor communication or an
over-emphasis on structure, a series of questions need to be
addressed proactively along this journey:
• Why are we doing this?
• What elements of the organizational design will be addressed?
• Who will be involved in the process?
• How will we create and implement the new organization design?
• When and where will we initiate the change?
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Take an objective look at the current state.



Don’t be afraid to poke holes and be critical of the
structure and deployment of the department. But don’t
make changes just for the sake of changing. Identify
problems the company/division faces, assign levels of
importance to each one and assess the kinds of change
needed to solve the problems.8





Recognizing your team for taking ownership of their new
roles and responsibilities empowers them to be advocates
— rather than enablers — of the restructuring.
“I believe in leading by example, and by integration and
inclusiveness with an open-door policy of helping others
to succeed by showcasing my people and their talent,
and their impact on the business,” said Ricardo Adame,
Group Executive, Global Communications at Newmont
Mining Corporation.

Clearly define where you’re headed.
Nothing is more frustrating to staff members when
moving through a change initiative than not having clarity
on the end game. Continually communicate why you’re
making the change and reinforce how it will benefit the
team. Your structure has to be right philosophically and
functionally, or great ideas will end up being no better
than the paper they’re written on. You must agree on a
common vision for change; there can’t be competing
initiatives.9

Over-reliance on structure definition without considering
rollout can be a huge impediment to actually getting
powerful ideas deployed. Implement the change in an
orderly manner. This involves managing the transition
effectively. You must build a plan, allocate resources and
take charge of the change process.



Be inclusive.
Include key stakeholders, decision-makers and high
potential talent in the process to increase the likelihood of
buy-in. And most importantly, get your senior leadership
team on board. They must “communicate the vision and
sell the business case for change.”10 More than senior
leadership, it’s tapping into the broader organization to
ensure you manage change successfully.
“In order to create an agile and responsive marketing
organization, it’s critical that leaders create an open-door
policy that welcomes ideas and feedback across all levels
and minimizes approval layers and bureaucracy,” said
Heidi Mantz, Director of Brand Management at Century
21 Real Estate.

“An environment where junior
marketers are afraid to speak
out or make mistakes will stifle
creativity and inhibit progress.”
Heidi Mantz

Consider implementation early.

Fail forward fast.
To demonstrate that the culture is accepting of failure,
find ways to take actions that move the department
forward even if they aren’t fully baked.11 It isn’t about
always getting it right; it’s about not failing to learn from
your mistakes.



Measure success.
Determine your KPIs at the onset of your initiative. Have
a concrete plan for how to measure whether or not
the change is a success and follow-up plans for both
successful and unsuccessful results. Track your progress
often and be prepared to adapt.12



Reward change.
Rewards — both monetary and social — encourage
individuals and groups to take ownership of their new
roles and responsibilities.13
While great talking points for boardroom discussions,
how do you make these principles work in the real
world? You need to think beyond the current notions
surrounding your marketing organization, and you must
have the support of data-driven processes to help make
change happen.
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PART THREE

The evolution of the traditional
marketing department
Let’s be honest, people are tricky. What they need and how they engage with
brands constantly evolves, and no two groups are alike. If an organization
spoke to a 40-year-old, organic-eating, yoga-going mom the same way it spoke
to a 17-year-old, video-game-playing, snack-food-munching male, do you
think it would still be in business? The answer is a resounding no. You have to
understand who your customers are to meet their specific needs.

Goodbye silos, hello centers of excellence
The vast majority of brands are led much more centrally today
than they were in the past. Companies are removing middle
layers and creating specialized “centers of excellence” that
guide strategy and share best practices while drawing on
needed resources wherever, and at whatever level, they exist
in an organization.

“Non-negotiable characteristics of the 2020
marketing organization:”15
• A goal of business growth
• A clear purpose

The center of excellence organizational structure puts people
at the epicenter and builds specialized disciplines around them.
In this model, siloes don’t exist. Instead, you have a series of
departments ranging anywhere from account management to
insights and strategy to digital media to creative services, all
centrally located and working together in an integrated fashion.
“Winning companies will have highly integrated organizations
— that is hub and spoke structures whereby the CMO is in the
middle, with roles akin to product manager, marketing strategies
manager, advertising director, PR manager, marketing research
director and promotion director creating the spokes and wheels
of the rim. Silos are finally non-existent; the integration and
interconnectedness of this new model enables full coordination
of all constituents.”14
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• Complete internal alignment of functional areas
• Clearly defined roles and responsibilities of each individual
• Research centers and data-informed efforts
• An amalgam of agency partners, as well as an in-house,
agency-like team
• Cross-platform social media engagement
• A strong CMO/CEO connection

CREATIVE
EXPERT

So how do organizations
manage and meet the
ever-changing demands of
disparate groups of people?
They operate within centers
of excellence.

DIGITAL
MEDIA

MEDIA
PLANNING

STRATEGY

PEOPLE

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

RESEARCH

INSIGHTS
PRODUCT
DEV.

Center-of-excellence organizational structure

Each department is comprised of experts in their field who
specialize in a unique discipline. The organization then draws
from each discipline to ensure they have the most optimal team
in place to meet the changing needs of a given group. Bare
minimum, the marketing staff needs expertise in traditional
marketing and communications functions — market research,
competitive intelligence, media planning and so forth. But,
more often than not, even these basic skills are lacking.
“What I like about the center of excellence model is the
understanding of customer and client relationships,” said
Lisa Peterson, Principal at Agilon Consulting Group.

Another benefit of specialization? Agility. To react to adapting
demands in real time requires centralized processes that
increase productivity and efficiency. When you have the right
structure, you can move quickly and decisively.
“I think marketing departments need to be much more nimble
as your environments are changing. Consumers are able to
move quickly, and speed and execution are just becoming
table stakes,” said Chris Campbell, Chief Marketing Officer at
CNO Financial Group. “This year, I didn’t even bother building
a 12-month marketing calendar.”

“When you build creative services and other capabilities in house,
you have both creative and strategy closer to the business units
and embedded in it on almost a day-to-day basis.”
Lisa Peterson
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A framework for structural reorganization
As a chief marketing officer, how do you know when it’s time to
restructure? And where do you start? More than an org. chart,
structural reorganization means aligning your culture around
a common vision. Most importantly, the center-of-excellence
model is built around the principles of efficiency, knowledge
sharing and collectively working toward a common goal.
Before taking on a change management initiative, it’s important
to realize that none of this is achievable without collaboration.
If you try to go it alone, you’ll fail. You have to engage key
stakeholders across the organization. It’s important to be
inclusive in the redefinition of what marketing is going to be
and how the new cultural and professional identity is going
to be built so employees become active participants. When
people are part of the process, they take ownership.

“The kiss of death would be to go off with my own personal team,
do the analysis, come back to the organization as a whole and
say ‘Here is the answer, now everybody get in line. You couldn’t
alienate people faster than by taking that kind of approach.”
Joe Greene, President at Greene Marketing

Establishing your cultural foundation
The most important element of organizational design and
development is clarity around the culture you’re trying to create.
The vision of the organization and the marketing department —
coupled with the personality, beliefs and desired behaviors of
the team — sets the foundation for all future decision-making.
This is the starting point for any change management initiative.
“Marketing leaders […] must ask, ‘What values and goals guide
our brand strategy, what capabilities drive marketing excellence,
and what structures and ways of working will support them?’
Structure must follow strategy — not the other way around.”16
Culture influences how employees think and feel about your
organization, and, for better or worse, how they interact with
each other, your clients and stakeholders.17 This step is about
establishing the goal of the re-org. and what you’re looking to
accomplish, both short and long term.
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Questions to ask during this phase:
• What’s your vision for the future?
• What do you want to be known for?
• How do you want people to engage with you in, across
and outside?
• What are the attributes and characteristics that represent
your go-forward approach?

Defining your process
Once you define your vision or beliefs, and begin to redefine
your department’s culture, you have to identify the gaps in
your process. The delineation of existing to desired process is
critical to ensure teams deliver the outcomes required by the
department, and the organization.
“So once you get people rallied around ‘Okay, I understand now,
I need to have a brand,’ then it becomes the execution of it.
You’ve got strategy, how do you actually put structure, skills and
systems around it?” said Peterson.
The delineation of existing to desired processes is critical to
ensure teams are delivering the outcomes required by the
department and the organization as a whole. It takes more than
understanding how you work; the process has to be mapped.
“We’ve done some work around establishing a customer
journey map — there’s a big governance structure, both an
executive panel and a working group — and there’s a number
of initiatives we’re tackling on the whole that have been really
positive and successful,” said Campbell.

But, at the end of the day,
“Sometimes people and
process initiatives just
need time, and sometimes
allowing them to be great is
just giving them enough
room to bloom and then
become great.”
Chris Campbell, Chief Marketing Officer
at CNO Financial Group

And, when you can’t possibly work any harder, it’s time to
work smarter.
“The next step is to transform our work processes and make
some selective investments in technology to enable the team,
because I can’t ask people to work harder. I can’t get any
more people, but I can simplify some of their processes, help
them be a little more nimble and give them some tools that will
enable that,” said Campbell.

Questions to ask during this phase:
• What are the processes that will make the department and
the organization successful?

• What processes drive marketing excellence for your
department and organization?

• What efficiency and effectiveness opportunities exist as you
transform from current to future state?
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Identifying areas of expertise
With your department’s culture defined and processes mapped,
the right set of capabilities, skill sets and areas of expertise can
be clarified. In making changes to your marketing department,
current and desired skills should be understood to ensure the
right individuals align with the most appropriate go-forward roles.
“You’re trying to align the right skills that are there. So now I have
40 people who do graphic design, but I have no one who does
strategy. Some do graphic design but have been doing a lot
more production than true creative, so you’re looking at how you
fill in the skill gaps,” said Peterson.
Leaders tapped as being the primary agent of change within an
organization are responsible for moving the team away from a
legacy structure, which is easier said than done. More often than
not, you’ll lose people along the way. Despite employees’ best
efforts, change is scary, and resistance perpetuates faster than
the excitement. With change management, you have to be willing
to let people go to influence culture. Realizing this sober reality
will increase your likelihood of your success.
“I spent the first three to six months learning, familiarizing
myself with the team and the talent, had a couple of quick-win
opportunities, and made a decision at about the six-month mark
to do a re-org.,” said Campbell. “At that point, we cleared out
almost 15% of the department, and then we spent that next year
rehiring and filling out the staff. So I went through an awful lot
of staff reorganization and figuring out who was on the bus and
who wasn’t.”

Questions to ask during this phase:
• How does your department’s current, collective skill
profile align with your needs?
• How do the skills and areas of expertise map on the
scale of importance to organizational success versus
the importance to the individual?
• What gaps must be filled and what is the priority
around filling those gaps?
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To build the right team, remember that every tough decision
you make is to improve culture, and reaching your desired
vision means having the right experts in place. When in doubt,
“communication and transparency are the best tactics I’ve found,”
said Campbell. “Act with courage. Once you make the decisions,
you don’t get to change your mind easily, six or 12 months later.”

Optimizing your org. chart
“Don’t underestimate the cultural shift that it’s going to take, and
the number of people and new skills you’re going to have to
bring in, and how much disruption that’s going to cause to the
people who survive — it’s painful,” said Peterson.
To deliver an optimized org. chart, it’s imperative to treat it as a
living document. As your department’s culture, processes and
areas of expertise are codified, the structure of your department
should continuously evolve to account for new information and
insights gathered during each step along the way.

“We’re still doing a little bit of talent leading where every
year there’ll be a couple of people that will always be
identified as underperformers,” said Campbell. “I find
that if I drop off the weakest couple of players, and I add
a couple of average or above-average players, I’ll get
about a 5-10% productivity improvement.

“It’s yielding really nice results,
and it keeps fresh thinking and
new ideas on the team.”
Chris Campbell

Questions to ask during this phase:
• How do you leverage insights from culture, processes and
expertise to evolve and optimize your organizational structure?

• What are the necessary disciplines and how should they
work together?

• How do you group desired capabilities to maximize impact?

• What, if any, hierarchy is required for your department and
your broader organizational needs?
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Conclusion
At the end of the day, tap into your network. Work within the organization,
and with experts, to successfully navigate the emotions, politics, business
and people involved in organizational change. Even though the process isn’t
easy, you can “learn from each other’s mistakes so that we all don’t have to
trip over the same landmines,” said Peterson.
We all face the challenge of being able to think differently about a system
that has functioned effectively in many ways for a very long time. But the
world has changed. Just like consumers have evolved, the brands and
organizations seeking to connect with them must change, too.
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